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Abstract

We investigated the competition, in terms of taking market share of trading volume, between
two artificial financial markets that have exactly the same specifications except existing a
market maker, the non-position-based market maker or the position-based market maker. As
a result, we found that position-based market makers can play the same role of supplying
liquidity to stock markets as non-position-based market makers do. Moreover, we compared
the interests of their investment between non-position-based market makers and position-based
market makers. Through this experiment, we revealed that position-based market makers can
yield better returns than non-position-based market makers.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the harsh competition among financial
markets has happened due to the development of
electronic transaction systems and the globaliza-
tion of financial markets. There are a lot of factors
which affect the competition among financial mar-
kets: market maker system, trading hours, modes
of trading, tick size, etc. We investigated the im-
pacts of both market maker system and tick size
to the competition between two markets using an
artificial market.

2 Artificial Market Model

We made the artificial market model in reference
to the paper [1] and added the non-position-based
market maker (the simple market maker) and the
position-based market maker (the position market
maker) into the artificial market model according
to the paper [2]. Therefore we compared the im-
pact of both to the share of trading volumes. We
adopted the continuous double auction as a mecha-
nism of pricing. For traders, we created three types
of trader: the stylized trader, the simple market
maker, and the position market maker. We used
the same model of the stylized trader used in the
paper [1]. Market makers order both limit buying
order and limit selling order simultaneously. The
timing of market makers’ ordering is during styl-
ized traders’ ordering. The bid price P t,buy

o,sm and

the ask price P t,sell
o,sm for the simple market maker

are determined with market A’s best bid P t,buy
A ,

market B’s best bid P t,buy
B , market A’s best ask

P t,sell
A , market B’s best ask P t,sell

B , simple market
maker’s spread θsm, as bellow.
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In addition, the bid price P t,buy
o,pm and the ask price

P t,sell
o,pm for the position market maker are deter-

mined with its spread θpm and the weight for con-
sidering its position wpm, as follows.
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3 Simulation Analysis

We used the same parameters as [1]: the number
of stylized traders n = 1000, the number of market
makersm= 1, maximum value of the weight for the
fundamental strategy w1,max = 1, maximum value
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for the technical strategy w2,max = 10, maximum
value for the noise strategy w3,max = 1, maximum
value of time used for technical strategy τmax =
10000, standard deviation of the distribution for
noise strategy σϵ = 0.06, standard deviation of the
distribution for deciding price on order Pσ = 30,
maximum value of time when a limit order is avail-
able tc = 20000, time span used for calculating the
share and for the initial fixed period tAB = 100000,
fundamental price of the stockPf = 1000000 and
the weight for the position market maker to con-
sider its position wpm = 0.00000005.

Figure1: Market A’s share with the simple mar-
ket maker. (∆PA,∆PB :0.001% θsm:0.2%)

Figure2: Market A’s share with the position
market maker. (∆PA,∆PB :0.001% θpm:0.2%)

Figure3: Each market maker’s position.
(∆PA,∆PB :0.001% θsm,θpm:0.2%)

We investigated the impact of both the simple
market maker and the position market maker to
shares of trading volumes between two markets.
Market A has 90% initial share of volumes and

no market maker. Market B has 10% initial share
and one market maker which is the simple market
maker in experiment1 and which is the position
market maker in experiment2. The other things
of two markets are completely the same. Figure1
shows the transfer of Market A’s share with vari-
ous spreads θsm and fixed tick sizes ∆PA,∆PB =
0.001% to the fundamental price in experiment1.
Figure2 shows the transfer in experiment2 with the
same tick sizes as experiment1. We can observe
that the smaller the spread θsm and the spread θpm
are, the faster the shares of volumes transfer from
Market A to Market B. Through this result, we can
reveal that the position market maker can play the
same role of acquiring the share of another market’s
volume as the simple market maker.
Figure3 shows each transfer of the simple market

maker’s position and the position market maker’s
one. The one of the simple market maker fluctuates
widely. On the other hand, the one of the position
market maker fluctuates around neutral position.
Furthermore, we got the result that the each profit
of the simple market maker and the position mar-
ket maker is almost same. Through these results,
we can determine that the position market maker
can yield a better return than the simple market
maker.

4 Conclusion

We found that the position market maker can not
only supply liquidity to the stock market as well as
simple market maker does but also yield a better
return than simple market maker.
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